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1. Dates and Place

“Sailing towards new horizons”

The session will be held from July 27th to August 4th 2019 in Valencia, Spain. Delegates are required to arrive before 16:00 to Valencia, the latest. We will be staying at Colegio Mayor Galileo Galilei, one of the largest university dorms in the city. The accommodation is equipped with double and triple rooms. Please contact us in case you have any medical or religious reason that we need to accommodate for regarding rooming.
2. How to Get to Valencia

Direct to Valencia city via Plane - Valencia Manises Airport

If you decide to travel by plane, you can book your flights with the Spanish airlines Iberia, as you will get a 10% off over the purchasing price of your tickets.

You can use it as long as you are flying from another European country to Barcelona, Madrid or Valencia and back, within 10 days before and after the session. To take advantage of this offer, use the code “VALENCIAIS2019” when buying your tickets.

For more information regarding this discount code, please refer to support@valencia2019.org. Besides this offer, there are many other airlines that operate in Valencia and other Spanish cities, such as Ryanair, TAP Air Portugal, EasyJet, Air France, Turkish Airlines, etc.

Low cost carriers operating in Valencia include: Air Europa, Blue Air, EasyJet, Eurowings, Air Nostrum, Lufthansa, Ryanair or Vueling, among many others.

Official Travel Partner(s):

Other Major Airlines flying to Valencia Airport (VLC):

- IBERIA EXPRESS
- IBERIA REGIONAL
- AIRNOSTRUM
- airEuropa
- TAP PORTUGAL
- easyJet
- KLM
Landing at Alicante-Elche Airport International Airport (ALC):

Alicante’s airport has a wider variety of flight options, since it is the largest international airport of the region. If it is to your convenience, you can arrange to travel to and from Alicante. Below you will find the alternative options to arrange your travel from this location to your final destination, Valencia.

Coming to Valencia via Alicante by Plane, Train or Bus

Train from Alicante to Valencia:
There are several trains that connect both cities, but the fastest one is Euromed, which covers the 125 km in 1 hour and 32 minutes. The average price of a single ticket from Alicante to Valencia is 18€. Click here to buy your tickets and see all the available options. However, if you are considering this option, you will need to arrive to Alicante Train Station first. To get there, you first have to go to Departures (2nd floor) and take bus C6 to Avenida Elche nº 92 - Estación de cercanías (second stop).

We have a sponsorship agreement with Renfe that will provide a discount for participants wanting to arrive to Valencia via this means of transport. In order to benefit from this discount, please contact support@valencia2019.org.

Bus from Alicante to Valencia:
There is a direct bus (ALSA) that takes you from Alicante Airport to Valencia in 3 hours, you can buy your tickets here. The average price is around 23€, and there is a bus leaving every hour all day, until 19:00.

Valencia 2019 is supported by

renfe
Coming to Valencia via Madrid by Plane, Train or Bus

Landing at Adolfo Suárez - Madrid Barajas International Airport (MAD)

An interesting and perhaps more convenient option for some participants is flying to Madrid, capital city of Spain. There are several ways to get from Madrid to Valencia, the most recommendable being a high-speed train (AVE) or a bus.

Train from Madrid to Valencia:

The high-speed train (AVE) is the fastest and probably most comfortable way to get to Valencia. It takes 1h 45 min. and there is a large frequency during the day, with approximately one fast-speed train connecting the capital city and Valencia per hour. Prices are usually not as cheap as those for other means of transport, but if you plan ahead, you might be able to find an attractive offer.

There are also other more affordable trains that take around 5 hours. Click here to buy your tickets and see all the available options.

We have a sponsorship agreement with Renfe that will provide a discount for participants wanting to arrive to Valencia via this means of transport. In order to benefit from this discount, please contact support@valencia2019.org.

Bus from Madrid to Valencia:

You can also get from Madrid to Valencia by bus (Avanza Bus).

There is a bus stop at the airport, and the bus takes 5 hours to arrive to Valencia. You can buy your tickets here.

The average price is 26€.
Coming to Valencia via *Barcelona* by Plane, Train or Bus

Barcelona’s airport offers various flights from all major European cities, which can make it a viable and cheaper option for several participants, plus *Barcelona is closer to Valencia than Madrid*, even though the high speed train from the capital city is faster.

**Train from Barcelona to Valencia:**

There is no direct connection from the Barcelona’s airport to Valencia by train. You first need to go from the Airport to Estació de Sants (train station). To get to Estació de Sants, you have to take line R2 of the train that departs from Terminal 2. Your flight will probably arrive to Terminal 1, but there is a free bus transfer to go to Terminal 2.

The fastest train from Barcelona to Valencia is Euromed, which takes 3 hours. You can buy your tickets [here](#). We have a sponsorship agreement with Renfe that will provide a discount for participants wanting to arrive to Valencia via this means of transport. In order to benefit from this discount, please contact support@valencia2019.org.

**Bus from Barcelona to Valencia:**

You can get a direct bus (ALSA) from Barcelona Airport Terminal 1 that will take you directly to Valencia in 3h 50 min. You can buy your tickets [here](#); average price is 29€.
3. How to Get to the Accommodation

From Valencia Airport
When you arrive to Valencia’s Airport you can arrive to the accommodation by metro, taxi, Uber or Cabify.

Metro / Underground:
The entrance of the metro is located in the lobby of arrivals of the floor number 0 of the Regional Terminal. The journey in metro from the airport to the accommodation takes approximately 45 minutes. To get to the accommodation, we recommend that you take line 3 or line 9 in Aeroport until Benimaclet and then take the tram lines L4 or L6 until Tarongers.

Single ticket price: 3.90€ (on your first trip you will also have to pay for the card, which is 1€).

Train leaves approximately every 20 minutes.

Opening hours:
- Monday to Saturday, from 5:47 to 00:27.
- Sunday and public holidays, from 7:07 to 00:02.

Taxi:
In front of the arrivals’ terminal, you will find taxis that can take you to the accommodation, the cost is around 25€ and the trip takes approximately 30 minutes.

Uber, Cabify and Mytaxi
If you wish to know the exact price of the drive in advance, you can use any of these 3 mobile apps in your smartphone to request a ride. The cost is also around 25€, maybe a little less depending on the demand.

From Joaquin Sorolla Train Station
Alternatively, if you arrive to Joaquin Sorolla Train Station, you will be able to arrive to the accommodation by metro or taxi.

Metro / Underground:
First, you will have to take a free bus that Renfe offers to connect the stations of Joaquín Sorolla and Valencia Nord. Once you arrive to Valencia Nord, walk to Xàtiva metro station. Take line 3 or line 9 to Benimaclet and then tram, line 4 or line 6 to Tarongers. A single ticket will cost you 1.50€ (on your first trip you will also have to pay for the card, which is 1€).

Taxi:
The average price is between 8-10 euros and the trip takes approximately 15 minutes.

From Valencia - Nord Train Station
There are also trains arriving to Valencia Nord Train Station and you will be able to arrive to the accommodation by metro or taxi.

Metro / Underground:
Once you arrive to Valencia Nord, walk to Xàtiva metro station. Take line 3 or line 9 to Benimaclet and then tram, line 4 or line 6 to Tarongers. A single ticket will cost you 1.50€ (on your first trip you will also have to pay for the card, which is 1€).

Taxi:
The average price is between 8-10 euros and the trip takes approximately 15 minutes.

From Valencia Bus Station
Metro / Underground:
Once you arrive to the bus station, turn right and walk straight ahead until you arrive to Turia metro station. Take line 1 or line 2 to Ángel Guimerá and then take line 3 or line 9 to Benimaclet. Once you arrive to Benimaclet, take the tram, line 4 or line 6 to Tarongers. A single ticket will cost you 1.50€ (on your first trip you will also have to pay for the card, which is 1€).

Taxi:
The average price is between 8-10 euros and the trip takes approximately 15 minutes.
4. How to leave Valencia from the Accomodation

**To Valencia Airport**
These are the options to get back to Valencia’s Airport on your departure day:

**Metro / Underground:**
From the accommodation you must take the tram, line 4 or line 6 in Tarongers until Benimaclet to change to line 3 or line 9 until Aeroport. This journey takes around 45 minutes and a single ticket is 3.90€ (on your first trip you will also have to pay for the card, which is 1€).

Once in the airport, the metro stop is located in the lobby of arrivals of the floor number 0 of the Regional Terminal.

Train leaves approximately every 20 minutes.  
Opening hours:  
- Monday to Friday, 5:27 to 23:57.  
- Saturday, 5:47 to 00:28.  
- Sunday and public holidays, from 7:08 to 00:02.  

**Taxi:**
A taxi from the accommodation to the airport costs around 25€.

**To Joaquin Sorolla Train Station**
Alternatively, if you depart from Joaquin Sorolla Train Station you will be able to leave the accommodation also by metro or taxi.

**Metro / Underground:**
You will have to take the tram, line 4 or line 6 from Tarongers to Benimaclet, then take line 3 or line 9 to Xátiva. Once you arrive to Xátiva metro station, you will have to take a free bus that Renfe offers to connect the stations of Valencia Nord and Joaquín Sorolla. A single ticket will cost you 1.50€ (on your first trip you will also have to pay for the card, which is 1€).

**Taxi:**
The average price is between 8-10 euros and the trip takes approximately 15 minutes.

**To Valencia - Nord Train Station**

**Metro / Underground:**
You will have to take the tram, line 4 or line 6 from Tarongers to Benimaclet, then take line 3 or line 9 to Xátiva. A single ticket will cost you 1.50€ (on your first trip you will also have to pay for the card, which is 1€).

**Taxi:**
The average price is between 8-10 euros and the trip takes approximately 15 minutes.

**To Valencia Bus Station**

**Metro / Underground:**
You will have to take the tram, line 4 or line 6 from Tarongers to Benimaclet and then take line 3 or line 9 to Ángel Guimerá. Finally, take line 1 or 2 to Turia metro station. A single ticket will cost you 1.50€ (on your first trip you will also have to pay for the card, which is 1€).

**Taxi:**
The average price is between 8-10 euros and the trip takes approximately 15 minutes.
5. Visa and Insurance

Citizens from the **Russian Federation, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus and Turkey** will, for the time being, need a Schengen visa to attend the International Session.

If you are in need of one, please send us an email to support@valencia2019.org as soon as possible, so that we can arrange the necessary documents for you.

Make sure to send us the following information when requesting your visa: Name and surname, Date of birth, Passport number, Date of issue, Date of expiry and Nationality.

6. Next Steps:

It is time to book your flights! You are expected to arrive on **Saturday, 27th July before 16:00**. Registration will be at the accommodation, Colegio Mayor Galileo Galilei (Avenida dels Tarongers, s/n, 46022 Valencia).

If you need to get a Schengen Visa to attend the session, please get in touch with us as soon as possible. Departures will be held all day on **Sunday, 4th August**.
7. Visiting Valencia

10 locations you cannot miss if you come to Valencia

Valencia is a city full of surprises! When you are walking along its streets you may find a range of cultural and touristic attractions - from medieval castles and towers, to modernist and art deco architecture; from the noisy city centre, to peaceful parks. Hence, we will give you some ideas of the places you cannot miss during your visit.

1. Ciudad de las Artes y las Ciencias
One of the 12 treasures of Spain

No trip to Valencia would be complete without the City of Arts and Sciences, or, Ciutat de les Arts i les Ciències. This ultra-modern, scientific and cultural leisure complex located at the end of the Turia Riverbed is fast becoming the city's most recognisable symbol and was voted as one of the 12 Treasures of Spain.

Planned by home-grown talent Santiago Calatrava, it consists of six unconventional futurist designs, which, each in its own way, make CACSA a real tribute to modern architecture.

L'Hemifèric is a planetarium in which you can enjoy many different science and technology documentaries.

Museu de les Ciències Príncipe Felipe is a science and technology museum which, under the slogan “not touching is prohibited”, offers different interactive exhibitions.

L'Umbracle is an open-access garden covering more than 4000 m2. On Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays a nightclub, Mya-Umbracle, opens its doors and enables you to have a drink under the moonlight while enjoying the views.

L'Oceanogràfic, Europe’s largest aquarium, is indisputably one of the favourite tourist attractions. You will see almost 45000 marine animals from 500 different species.

Palau de les Arts Reina Sofía has four different auditoriums. From October to November, its programme includes operas, concerts and ballet performances. Even though you do not necessarily have to go in any of these buildings, you must at least go to see them; their beautiful architecture alone makes it worth it.

For all the curious ones we fully recommend you, on the one hand, to have an underwater meal at the Oceanogràfic restaurant and on the other to watch a movie at the IMAX cinema in the Hemisfèric.

How to get there?
You can take the metro (lines 3 or 5) to Alameda Station. It is a 15-minute walk from the Station to the City of Arts and Science. If you prefer, the following buses go to CACSA, too: 19, 35, 95 and 40.

How to visit?
The general hours are from 10:00 to 19:00, daily.

How much does it cost?
You can purchase tickets based on individual attractions (Hemisfèric 8.80€, Oceanogràfic 28.50€, Science Museum 8€), or you can buy a combined ticket (36.90€). If you show a student card you will have a 15% discount.
2. Historic Centre of the City
Try Valencia’s famous horchata!

Lodged right in the historic epicentre of the city, the Cathedral of Valencia is one of the monuments that you cannot miss. It was built in 1262 on the site of a former mosque and displays a number of architectural styles, including romanesque, baroque and gothic. Some of its highlights include its magnificent porticos and carved outer fachadas, or the fresco paintings decorating its main dome, which stayed hidden by a fake ceiling for just over three centuries before being rediscovered in 2004. The Cathedral bell tower, El Miguelete, also stands out. It is 70m tall and to reach its top you will have to go up 207 steps. However, you will not regret this small workout because from its terrace you will enjoy beautiful views of the city. Other than that, the Cathedral is probably most famous for being the alleged guardian of the Holy Grail.

The square just by the cathedral, La Plaza de la Virgen, with a stunning fountain in its centre, is one of the most beautiful in Spain. It also counts with plenty of cafés and bars where you will be able to taste delicious Valencian tapas. If, however, you do not find any place that draws your attention, do not worry, as just a couple of metres away, behind the cathedral, there is yet another lively square, La Plaza de la Reina, full of even more places where you can eat something. We strongly recommend going to Santa Catalina, one of the oldest horchaterías in Valencia. Horchata is a sweet, refreshing drink typical of the area - stop by after walking around and taste it!

How to get there?
The cathedral is located in Plaza de la Reina. The rest are all within walking distance.

When to visit?
The Cathedral is open Monday to Saturday from 10:00 to 17:30. The last visitors are admitted 45 minutes before closing time.

How much does it cost?
Admission to the Cathedral is free, but if you want to climb the gothic Miguelete tower or visit the Museo de la Catedral, you will have to pay a small fee.

3. Central Market El Mercat and La Lonja de la Seda Patrimony of humanity by UNESCO

Once you enter the central market of Valencia, El Mercat, you should notice the 30 meter high glass dome decorated with fruit patterns describing Valencia’s traditional gastronomy. This spectacular modernist building is unique in Spain and, with no doubt, it is a must when visiting the city. A huge variety of fruits, vegetables, fish, meat and all kind of autochthonous and foreign products can be found in El Mercat and the quality of the products is incomparable.
This, along with its lively daily hustle and bustle and its beautiful architecture, makes Valencia’s central market a referent point both for tourists and locals.

In addition, just in front of the market, La Lonja de la Seda can be found. Built between 1482 and 1533, this group of buildings was originally used for trading in silk and it has always been a center of commerce. Moreover, it is a masterpiece of late Gothic architecture that has currently been declared patrimony of humanity by the UNESCO.

**How to get there?**
5 minutes walk from Plaza de la Reina.

**When to visit?**
*El Mercat*: open all days, except Sundays, from 7:00 to 15:00.

*La Lonja de la Seda*: open from Monday to Saturday from 9:30 to 19:00, and Sundays from 9:30 to 15:00.

**How much does it cost?**
*La Lonja de la Seda*: during weekdays, the individual ticket costs 2€. If you have a valid student ID, you can get it half price. Yet, we encourage you to visit this incredible place on Saturday or Sunday, since the entrance will be free.

---

**El Carmen and Ruzafa** are the most popular neighbourhoods in Valencia; perfect to visit both at day and at night. Found in the Old City, El Carmen and Ruzafa are labyrinths of narrow alleyways with perfect places to have something to drink or eat, charming bistros, lively bars or unique stores around every corner; they are places to get lost in, to wander around and of constant discovery. This ancient district of the city grew between the Islamic and the Christian city walls, hence the towering mediaeval buildings will transport you back in time to another era in history. Here you will be able to visit *Torres de Serranos and the Torres de Quart*, the gothic towers that marked the main entrance into the walled city.

**Barrio del Carmen y Ruzafa, Torres de Serrano and Torres de Quart** have been relevant places for Spanish history. During the Middle Ages you would be locked out overnight if you did not get into the city before a particular time when the doors closed. Moreover, during the Spanish civil war, some of the most famous paintings of El Museo del Prado (one of the most prestigious Spanish museums, located in Madrid) were hidden in one of these towers. They are some of the most important landmarks and best preserved monuments in Valencia and so are undeniable must-sees. Therefore, if you are around the area we recommend you pass by and give them a look.

---

**4. Barrio del Carmen y Ruzafa, Torres de Serrano y Torres de Quart**
Places to get lost in, to wander around and of constant discovery - Valencia’s nightlife
In addition, along with other neighbourhoods like El Cedro or Benimaclet, they have become the main spot for nightlife in Valencia. Their streets become jam-packed with young people, both foreigners and locals and the wide variety of music, bars and pubs in offer, meaning there is something to suit every taste. Thanks to their multicultural and multifaceted environment, El Carmen and Ruzafa have become the main cultural and leisure centres of the city. You cannot leave Valencia without visiting them!

**How to get there?**
You can get to the el Carmen easily walking for 10 minutes from Plaza de la Reina: go through Corretgeria St., turn to the right in Juristes St., turn to the left to Cavellers St., turn to the right to Sant Jaume square, continue through Dalt St., turn to the left in Soguers St., walk for a bit and you will find El Carmen to your right. Once there, you can walk for another 10 minutes to get to Ruzafa.

**5. Plaza de Ayuntamiento and Calle Colón**

City Square

This city square is filled with decadent buildings raised during Valencia’s golden age. In this square you will be able to find Valencia’s town hall and, in the centre of the square, there is a fountain surrounded by fragrant flower stalls. Next to this square you will be able to find Calle Colón, one of Valencia’s busiest streets as it is where the most famous shops are located.

**How to get there?**
The City Square it is just 6 minutes away walking distance from Plaza de la Reina. Once in Plaza de la Reina, walk to the south and go through Sant Vicent Màrtir St. After around 190m, turn to the left and you will find the City Square!

**6. The Turia Garden**

The largest inner city urban park of Europe

After flooding the city in 1957 in what is known as “The Great Flood of Valencia”, the Turia River was diverted out of the city, and its old course was turned into a central green space of reference for the city: los Jardines del Turia. What once was a wide and powerful river which divided the city is now the largest inner city urban park of Europe. You can walk or cycle along, and enjoy a wide variety of plants and trees on the old river bed. You will also find the Botanical Gardens right next to it, as well as the famous Royal Gardens, which are located near the Alameda metro stop.

**How to get there?**
The Turia garden are located in the west side of the city. If you are feeling energetic, you might want to embark yourself in a 40 minute walk under the Spanish Sun to get to the garden by foot from Plaza de la
Reina. If not, we recommend you take either bus line 67 (you should get down in Hernández Lázaro), bus line 150 (get off in Filato) or underground lines, from Colon to Nou d’Octubre, 3 or 5 or 9. Both bus and underground tickets cost 1.50€ each, and the journey is around 30 minutes from the city centre.

7. The Malvarrosa Beach
The Mediterranean experience

If you want to experience the Mediterranean, you cannot miss the Valencian beaches, undoubtedly some of the most stunning in Europe. Bring your towel and lay out on the golden sand, while you enjoy the spectacular views of the lovely blue sea!

The beaches of El Saler and Pinedo are on the outskirts of Valencia and are therefore more quiet, whereas the beach of Malvarrosa is in the city and hence is more lively and touristy. Moreover, at Malvarrosa, you can enjoy a beautiful walk through the promenade between the sea and the restaurants. The seafood is fantastic as a starter, and we would certainly recommend having a paella facing the sea!

How to get there?
You can get to Malvarrosa by foot, walking eastward on Avenida del Puerto. Otherwise, you can take the tram (number 4 or 6), bus (number 2, 19, 31, 32 or N1) or metro (to Marítim Serreria). We recommend that you take some money for a dish of the traditional Valencian paella, in case you get hungry. You will find a lot of restaurants in the promenade.

8. Jardines de Viveros
Take a break in a charming environment

Los Jardines de Viveros can be considered the most emblematic garden of Valencia, due to its cultural and ecological value, its extension and botanical diversity and its historical monuments and marble sculptures. The charm and tranquility make this urban park a perfect place to have a walk or take Instagram-worthy pictures in. We encourage you to experience it in depth by getting lost among its lush vegetation, ponds and sculptures. There is also a hidden statue of Donald Duck - will you be able to find it?

How to get there?
The area is very well located, and one can get there either by metro to Alameda station (lines L3 or L5) or by bus.
9. The Albufera Natural Park
Sunset in Paradise

The Natural Park of L’Albufera is a stunning natural reserve in Valencia where you will be able to enjoy Valencia’s biodiversity and autochthonous flora and fauna. Its name comes from the freshwater lagoon and estuary it houses, where you can take beautiful and relaxing boat rides (35-minute guided tour through the lagoon, 4€ per person). It is the perfect place if you wish to walk or ride a bike among the vegetation and 250 bird species, since it is an important stopover point for migratory birds. It is also an incredible spot to enjoy the sunset and take beautiful photos.

How to get there?
Bear in mind that it is located outside of the city. You will need to take bus number 25, which departs from the corner of Sueca and Gran Vía de Germanias in Valencia. Buses tend to leave every hour from 7:00 to 21:00, and each individual ticket costs 1.50€.

10. Viewpoint Ateneo Mercantil
Enjoy the best views in Valencia!

The Ateneo Mercantil Mirador offers its visitors an unbeatable view of Valencia’s urban landscape. This building, erected in 1953, is located in the historical Plaza del Ayuntamiento. Its two lifts will take you 50 metres up to enjoy the impressive 360º views offered by its mirador. From this viewpoint, you will be able to take in the city’s most representative landmarks: the Miguelete Belltower, the Serranos Towers, the Sierra de la Calderona mountains, the City of Arts and Sciences, and even the Mediterranean Sea.

How to get there?
Access from Plaza del Ayuntamiento, 18 (Ateneo Mercantil).

When to visit?
Open from 09:00 to 21:30 (last lift at 21:00).

How much does it cost?
The individual ticket costs 3€.

4. Other activities for your time in Valencia

1. Water Park Aquopolis Cullera

In sunny Valencia water is always enjoyable. Aquopolis Cullera offers fun and affordable activities for all ages; this water park will make you enjoy the water attractions in close contact with nature.

Address:
Carretera Nazaret – Oliva, Km 33. 46400 – Cullera (VALENCIA)

How to get there?
In private vehicles:
By AP-7. Exit 59: Exit towards Cullera. In Cullera, once you reach the roundabout with direction to Sueca (RENFÉ station) you have to search and follow Aquópolis direction. By National road N332. Valencia-Alicante: look for the turnoff to Cullera. By road CV-502 Nazaret-Oliva: The park is in the same road (Km.33) before entering Cullera.

By bus: City bus line of Cullera (Miguel Ribera’s buses) to the RENFE station.
From the railway station, Aquópolis Cullera offers a FREE bus that takes you to the park in preset schedule. Check the free bus schedule on the phone 902 345 018.

By train: RENFE train line Valencia-Gandia and vice versa: from the train station of Cullera (located 1 km far from the park), Aquópolis Cullera offers a free bus that picks you up and takes you to the park in preset schedule. Check schedules of the free bus on the phone 902 345 018.

**How much does it cost?**
Online tickets: 15,90 €

**More info:**
https://cullera.aquopolis.es/?lang=en

---

**2. Escape Rooms at Mystery Rooms**

Discover the incredible experience of the Live Escape Games. Gather a brave team from 2 to 10 people and dare to enter one of these mysterious rooms. You will have 60 min to solve the riddles and secrets that hide inside and that will allow you to escape in time. Mystery Rooms will test your capacity of observation in a fun and original way. Only by making use of your logic and collaborating as a team will you achieve the goal.

**Address:**
C/ Emili i Panach nº2 bajo, Valencia

**How to get there?**
Metro : Lines 4 y 6 , Vicent Zaragozà trolley stop.

**How much does it cost?**
2 players = 40€ (IVA included) | 3-5 players = 50€ (IVA included) | 6 players = 60€ (IVA included)

**More info:**
http://myst3ryrooms.com

---

**3. Bowling Center Valencia**

Looking for some bounding with your new friends from Valencia 2019? Bowling is always a fun option!

**Address:**
Avda. de Campanar nº 126 · 46015 Valencia

**How much does it cost?**
From 2€ to 5€ every afternoon from 16:30h. to 00:30h.

**More info:**
http://labolera.es

---

**4. Paintball and Adventure Games**

An hour away from the centre of city, Estavella is found in the heart of Sierra Calderona, a singular area surrounded by nature. Playing paintball and adventure games in these facilities will allow you to get in direct contact with Mediterranean flora while having a great time.

**Address:**
Camí del Pla, s.n.
Estivella · (Valencia) | Spain

**How much does it cost?**
Between 15€ and 20€.

**More info:**
http://www.aventuravalencia.es
8. FAQs

1. **Will there be an organiser to pick me up in the arrivals’ day?**
   There will be organisers waiting for all delegations at the different train and bus stations and at the airport, as well as at the Tarongers metro stop, in order to guide the participants to the accommodation.

2. **If I arrive to Valencia before the session begins, will the organisers take care of my arrival?**
   Although the organising team will try its best to help you with your trip to the accommodation, we cannot take care of your arrival and meet you at the aforementioned places if you get to Valencia before Saturday, 27th July. However, you can still follow the recommendations in this travel booklet to get to the city centre, as well as to know what places you can visit during your stay before the session starts.

3. **If I want to leave on Sunday, 4th August, when is the best departure time?**
   Saturday, 4th is all day departures day, meaning you can choose any time to leave. Make sure to calculate enough time between leaving the accommodation venue and your flight, train or bus, depending on the place of departure. Also remember that you will have to check out of the accommodation in the morning! In any case, if you need further advice for planning your journey back home and are not sure regarding timing, please contact the Participants Support.

4. **How can I book an extra night in the accommodation venue?**
   We are afraid we cannot guarantee your stay in the same accommodation venue, as we are not responsible for making reservations before and after the session dates. Therefore, you should book any extra nights in Valencia on your own, either in the session’s residence, or in other hostels in the city, such as the River Hostel.

5. **How much money do I need to take?**
   Please make sure you have enough money in euros for all paid activities and meals, especially for the committee and officials’ dinners, as well as merchandising if you are interested. However, the amount you will spend will depend on your needs, including the travel costs to get from the stations or airport to the accommodation. In any case, we recommend you bring at least 40-50€, if you are not staying extra nights.

6. **Will I have to pay a deposit at the accommodation?**
   You will be required to pay a deposit fee of 10€ at your arrival. This is the fee for the key. As long as you return it when checking-out, you will get this amount back.

7. **Will there be travel reimbursements?**
   We regret to tell you that at the moment we cannot offer you travel reimbursements for this session, however, the Organising Team is working hard to find funds to cover some of travel expenses. Please note that you can use the special discounts we have previously mentioned for certain trains and flights.

8. **Will I have time to visit the city?**
   For the free morning on Thursday, 1st August, we have arranged a tour around the most emblematic places of Valencia as one of the voluntary activities, and all delegates are more than welcome to join that guided visit. Also, in the welcome booklet we will present the other activities planned for the free morning, and you will get the chance to decide which one you prefer.
‘Ships are safe in harbour, but that’s not what ships are for’